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CAST OF CHARACTERS
HEATHER, female, a superheroine hopeful; in her teens or
twenties.
HOPE, female, Heather's BFF; in her teens or twenties.
KATHLEEN, female, an applicant with strong opinions; in her
teens or twenties.
BELLE, female, an invisible young woman; in her teens or
twenties.
MAGGIE, female, outspoken, with a sharp tongue; in her
teens or twenties.
VICTORY, female, leader of superwoman group, A.W.S.U.M.;
in her thirties or forties.
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(Hanging above stage left is a sparkly, glittery sign that reads,
"ARE YOU A.W.S.U.M.?" Below this sign is a table with two
empty chairs behind it. Two stacks of papers are in the center of
the table. Center-stage is a row of five chairs side-by-side. Four of
the five chairs are occupied by women in their teens and
twenties. In the most stage left seat is BELLE, a woman in a
makeshift superhero costume. She wears a mask that covers her
eyes, a cape, tights, and sneakers. A distinguishing feature of her
costume is that it is covered in tiny bells sewn into and/or
Velcroed over her T-shirt, cape, and tights. Belle quietly reads a
book in her seat. In the seat next to Belle is KATHLEEN. While
Belle is dressed in an over-the-top fashion, Kathleen's dress is
rather conservative: T-shirt, jeans, sneakers. Kathleen looks
bored, and she is slumped low in her seat as if ready for a nap.
On the other side of Kathleen is HOPE, a woman dressed in a
vibrant hot-pink outfit. Everything about her costume is hot
pink, from the headband down to her shoes. She giggles as she
flips through an issue of a popular women's magazine. A pink
purse is under her seat. Next to Hope is HEATHER, who is
dressed almost identically to Hope—but her costume is
completely purple, not hot pink. Heather flips through a different
issue of a women's magazine. A purple purse is under her seat.
This leaves the most stage right seat empty. Hope's eyes grow
wide as she sees something in her magazine. She laughs loudly.
She leans over to Heather and points to the page.)
HOPE: OMG! You gotta look at this!
(Heather looks where Hope points.)
HEATHER: LOL! That is hilarious!
HOPE: I know, right? Her butt is so huge! Like, what did she
eat?
HEATHER: Everything.
HOPE: You are so bad! I heart you!
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HEATHER: I totally heart you more! You know that really old
song, "Baby Got Back"?
HOPE: That song is ancient. A fossil.
(It's impossible for Belle and Kathleen to ignore this loud
conversation next to them. Belle attempts to focus on her
reading, but her eyes continue to dart back over to the chatty
women. Kathleen seems annoyed as she slowly rises in her seat.)
HEATHER: When I look at this, I don't think, "Baby Got
Back"… I think, "Baby Got Back…in the Buffet Line"!
HOPE: Did she go in for seconds on cottage cheese? 'Cause.
Look. At. Her. Thighs. Nasty!
(Heather and Hope laugh for a few seconds together. Heather
stops laughing, but Hope's laughter continues. It gets
louder…and louder…and LOUDER… She begins to snort as
she laughs. Heather's face is suddenly serious.)
HEATHER: Hope, baby, not the snort. We know when you go
all "little piggy" bad things happen.
(Hope laughs and snorts louder than before.)
Hope, you gotta stop, honey. It's not even that funny.
KATHLEEN: You've got that right.
HEATHER: Please, you don't understand.
KATHLEEN: You two are exactly what's wrong with the
world today. Making fun of another woman's physical
appearance! You should be ashamed of yourselves.
HEATHER: Huh? No, be quiet, you…fathead! And, Hope, this
is getting dangerous, dear!
(Hope laughs and snorts, laughs and snorts.)
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KATHLEEN: "Fathead"? My head's not fat! It's fine just the
way it is!
HEATHER: Cover your ears!
KATHLEEN: What?
HEATHER: COVER YOUR EARS!
(Belle watches and covers her ears with her hands, never letting
go of the book. Kathleen remains confused as Hope laughs and
snorts.)
KATHLEEN: Can't you shut your friend up? She's like a
supersonic warthog! I think my ears are bleeding!
HEATHER: Exactly! If you don't want your eardrums to
explode and your brain to melt, cover your ears! NOW!
(Kathleen is still confused, but she slowly raises her hands over
her ears. Hope now laughs so loudly that she falls out of her
seat.)
HOPE: HEATHER…! HELP ME…! I…CAN'T…STOP…!
HEATHER: Are you sure? It's gonna hurt, baby! It's gonna
really make you angry!
HOPE: PLEASE…JUST…MAKE…IT…STOP!
HEATHER: Fine. I'm sorry for this. Just remember, you said it
was okay.
(Heather leans over in her seat and yanks back on a fistful of
Hope's hair. Hard. Hope's laughing and snorting immediately
stop. Heather lets go of Hope's hair.)
HOPE: Ow!
(Hope moans and falls back against the legs of her seat. She rubs
the part of her head where her hair was yanked. Kathleen and
Belle slowly remove their hands from their ears.)
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Heather, you jerk! That hurt.
(She slaps Heather on the leg.)
HEATHER: Sorry, but you said to do it. And, come on, I've
definitely done it harder before.
HOPE: But, still… Be forceful and delicate, okay? Watch how
hard you pull. You have superhuman strength. I'm not trying
to look like Lex Luthor.
HEATHER: Calm down. You don't even have a bald spot this
time.
HOPE: I guess so. Thanks. You're, like, the best!
HEATHER: Not "like" the best! I am the best! We both are!
BFF, right?
HOPE: Yes! Of course! BFF!
(Heather and Hope hug each other tightly.)
HEATHER: Oh, I forgot! You have to see my horoscope.
HOPE: Oooo, I'm excited!
(Heather flips through her magazine, looking for the horoscope as
Hope looks over her shoulder. Kathleen and Belle just stare at the
other two women.)
KATHLEEN: Those magazines
horoscopes are out of date.

are

months

old.

The

HOPE: But what if we get sucked into another portal that
fractures the time-space continuum?
HEATHER: Yeah, then the horoscopes might be totally
relevant again.
KATHLEEN: You've gone back in time?
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HEATHER: Once we had to fight Diablo del Tiempo when he
threatened to transport all of Cancun back to the Jurassic
period.
HOPE: Gross. But where we ended up was way worse.
KATHLEEN: Where was that?
(Heather and Hope lock eyes.)
HEATHER/HOPE: The nineties. Eww.
HEATHER: If you can help it, never go back there.
HOPE: Never again. Don't even think about it.
KATHLEEN: You two fought Diablo del Tiempo? The
Maestro of Minutes?
HEATHER: Only once.
HOPE: Yeah, only once.
HEATHER: Here it is. Read that. It's freaky, Hope. Like it
knows me.
(Heather passes the magazine over to Hope, who begins to read
it.)
We kicked his butt.
KATHLEEN: If you battled Diablo del Tiempo, you two must
be big time already.
HEATHER: Not big enough. We want our faces on all the
superhero mags. That's why we're here.
KATHLEEN: Have I ever heard of you two before?
HEATHER: Maybe.
HOPE: OMG, your horoscope is so you. But mine is so me.
Scary!
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HEATHER: Lemme see.
(Hope passes the magazine back to Heather, who reads it.)
HOPE: The two of us are the kick-butt superwoman duo, BFF!
HEATHER: Best Friends Forever!
HOPE: Longer than forever.
HEATHER: An eternity!
HOPE: Is an eternity longer than forever?
HEATHER: I don't know… And, you're right, your horoscope
is so you! But it's kinda a little bit me, too.
HOPE: Yeah, I can see that…
KATHLEEN: You call yourselves "BFF"…? You're a team. A
pair? Like Batman and Robin?
HEATHER: But we're so much cuter than they are.
HOPE: And we see ourselves as equals, thank you very much.
HEATHER: Her super-name is "LOL," short for "Laugh Out
Loud."
HOPE: Her super-name is "OMG," short for "Oh, My
Goddess."
KATHLEEN: "Laugh Out Loud"…? "Oh, My Goddess"…?
HEATHER: If she laughs or screams super-loud, it breaks
things. Glass. Wood. Electronic equipment.
HOPE: Brains. Heads. A diamond once, I think.
HEATHER: No, not a diamond once… But that's why I made
you cover your ears. For your protection. Get it?
KATHLEEN: I guess…
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HOPE: And my BFF, OMG, over here… She's super-strong
and she can run super-fast like some sorta powerful goddess.
Get it?
(Kathleen nods slowly. She still seems skeptical. Even though
Belle hasn't said anything, she has been paying attention the
whole time and is incredibly engrossed by what's been said.)
KATHLEEN: And you think your abilities will make you a
valuable addition to A.W.S.U.M.?
HEATHER: Yes. We're applying today so we can be part of a
high-profile group that does some good.
HOPE: You mean, "does some great"! A.W.S.U.M. is so totally
awesome!
KATHLEEN: Not awesome enough. I mean, eight of their
members were just killed in that battle with—
HOPE: We know. Sad, right?
HEATHER: So totally super-sad. But we're all here 'cause we
think we can help make A.W.S.U.M. even awesomer than it
was before.
HOPE: What will you add to Amazing Women Saving Untold
Millions?
KATHLEEN: I… Well, that's something I don't know if I'm
really comfortable sharing with strangers.
HOPE: "Strangers"? We're probably gonna be teammates.
Friends.
HEATHER: Not "BFFs," 'cause each of us already has one of
those.
HOPE: No, not "BFFs," but we'll be good acquaintances.
Almost like sisters.
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HEATHER: You don't like your sister.
HOPE: Why should I? She's evil.
HEATHER: She literally is evil. You ever heard of her?
(Kathleen and Belle both shake their heads.)
"Eve-Ill" is the name she goes by when she's with her gang of
villainesses.
HOPE: But it's "Kimberly" at Thanksgiving and Christmas. No
wonder I got into so many fights with her when we were kids.
That super-brat.
HEATHER: What's your super-name? Can you at least tell us
that?
(Kathleen hesitates.)
HOPE: Well…?
KATHLEEN: It's…Kathleen.
HEATHER: "Kathleen"? Is that German for something? What's
a "Kathleen"?
HOPE: No. She's, like, as quick as a cat and is lean.
HEATHER: Oh, I get it. "Cat"… "Lean"… Clever. I like it.
HOPE: Me, too. You are lean. Like, almost as skinny as we are.
Do you yoga?
KATHLEEN: Uh… No.
HEATHER: That's okay. Start coming with us.
KATHLEEN: My name is Kathleen.
HOPE: We already got that…
KATHLEEN: No, it's my first name. It's the name my parents
gave me. Like your sister is "Kimberly"…
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HEATHER: And she's "Hope"…
HOPE: And she's "Heather"… Sorry, Kathleen, we're just so
airheaded sometimes.
HEATHER: But "Kathleen" isn't a good super-name.
HOPE: It's hardly a good unsuper-name. Haven't you thought
of something else?
HEATHER: Don't you have an imagination?
KATHLEEN: Well… I was…thinking… Thinking that…
HEATHER: Okay. Good. Thoughts are good.
KATHLEEN: …Maybe I could go by…
HOPE: Yes…?
KATHLEEN: …"Super-Person."
(Heather and Hope stare at each other in silence for a few
moments. Belle silently smiles.)
That's better, isn't it?
HOPE: Well, no, I don't think it is.
HEATHER: Definitely not.
HOPE: It's not very creative.
HEATHER: It's, like, the antonym of "creative."
HOPE: Wow! You used "antonym" in a sentence!
HEATHER: I know. Correctly, too, right?
HOPE: Yep. Kathleen, whenever we find a word in one of our
magazines we don't know, we look it up in a dictionary, and
then we try to use it in everyday conversations.
HEATHER: LOL, terrific "elucidation"!
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HOPE: OMG, you're on fire!
HEATHER: I'm a vocabulary "conflagration"!
HOPE: Another one. Great job!
KATHLEEN: Alright, alright. I get it… I'm gonna go by
"Super-Person" anyway, okay?
HOPE: But where's the fun in that name?
HEATHER: It's not even sexy.
(From stage left enters MAGGIE, another twentysomethingyear-old woman. She wears green tights, a white shirt with a
giant chile pepper on its center, and a red cape. In one hand, she
holds a plastic bowl with its top wrapped in tin foil. In the other
hand, she holds a bag of tortilla chips.)
MAGGIE: Excuse me? Hi.
(All eyes lock on her as she comes to a stop a few feet from
Heather's seat.)
This is where we apply to be a part of A.W.S.U.M., isn't it?
HOPE: Yes, it is. "Salutations." OMG, I've been waiting to use
that one for a week!
HEATHER: Yay!
MAGGIE: Am I supposed to fill out something…?
(Kathleen points to the table.)
KATHLEEN: There are applications on the table over there.
MAGGIE: Thank you… I'm Maggie.
KATHLEEN: Oh. I'm Kathleen.
HOPE: Don't get confused, Maggie. That's her real name, not
her super-name. It doesn't mean she's a skinny kitty.
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MAGGIE: O…kay…
HEATHER: I'm Heather, but you can call me "OMG."
HOPE: I'm Hope, but you can call me "LOL."
KATHLEEN: I guess you can call me "Super-Person."
HOPE: No, don't call her that.
HEATHER: Absolutely not.
(Maggie walks over to the table. She places the bowl and chips
down. She picks up a piece of paper from one of the stacks.)
MAGGIE: Oh, this one is already filled out…
HEATHER: The other stack has blank ones.
(Maggie reads the application in her hand for a few seconds.)
MAGGIE: Hope… Or…"LOL," I should say. It says here that
you have "the ability to blow up bad guys and bad things with
laughter and screams." That's interesting.
KATHLEEN: Hey, should you be reading that?
HEATHER: It's okay.
HOPE: Yeah, it's not a prob, Kathleen.
(Maggie reads a bit more of Hope's application.)
MAGGIE: Wait a second. "LOL" and "OMG"? I've heard of
you guys. You're "BFF"!
(Heather and Hope smile at each other.)
HEATHER: Best!
HOPE: Friends!
HEATHER/HOPE: FOREVER!
(The two friends hug.)
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MAGGIE: Yeah, I definitely read something about you two
somewhere. This is cool. It's like being in a room with minicelebrities.
HEATHER: And, when we all become a part of A.W.S.U.M.,
we'll all be super-celebrities!
(Maggie places Hope's application back onto the correct stack.)
MAGGIE: However, I've never heard of you, uh…SuperPerson.
KATHLEEN: You wouldn't have. I've never really fought
crime before.
MAGGIE: Is that so? You thought you'd just give this a shot?
KATHLEEN: Sure. I could help.
MAGGIE: In which capacity? What's your ability?
(Maggie looks back at the filled-out stack of applications.
Kathleen jumps up in her seat.)
KATHLEEN: Don't you dare read my application. I will break
you.
MAGGIE: Huh. It must be super-strength. Or maybe…superPMS?
KATHLEEN: Who are you with your bowl-of-whatever and
chips? I didn't know we could bring in snacks as bribery.
(Maggie picks her bowl up from the table. She thrusts it toward
Kathleen.)
MAGGIE: My scrumptious salsa is no bribe, Super-Person.
HOPE: Ooooo, salsa! We're having a party!
HEATHER: Fiesta, fiesta!
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MAGGIE: No, I can cook my cheeks off, ladies. That's my
ability, my power. My specialties are super delicious sauces
and dips. They make your mouth water…and put you under a
hypnotic spell.
(Heather and Hope look at each other.)
HEATHER/HOPE: Oooooooooooo.
(Kathleen rolls her eyes and sits back down. Belle smiles.)
MAGGIE: If you're lucky, maybe you'll get a taste later.
KATHLEEN: I'll pass.
(Maggie places the bowl back onto the table. She picks up an
empty application.)
MAGGIE: Anyone have a pen I could borrow?
(Maggie then sits on Belle's lap—but she immediately leaps up.
Belle is surprised and horrified.)
WHAT THE—?!
(Maggie looks at her own rear-end and then at Belle's seat.
Maggie points at Kathleen.)
What did you put on my seat?
KATHLEEN: What're you talking about?
(Kathleen looks down into Belle's lap.)
See? There's nothing there!
MAGGIE: You liar!
(Heather and Hope get out of their seats. They seem to be staring
at Belle, but they don't seem to see her.)
HEATHER: Nothing's there, Maggie.
HOPE: Maybe a bug bit you on the tush.
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MAGGIE: That was some big bug…
(Maggie prepares to sit back down on Belle. Belle tries to scoot
over in the seat, but it's to no avail. Maggie sits on Belle's lap
again. Maggie yelps as she jumps off Belle once more.)
HEY!
(She points at Kathleen again. Stop it!)
Now!
HOPE: She didn't do anything.
HEATHER: We watched her.
MAGGIE: But I felt something! I'm not imagining it!
(Both Heather and Hope slowly creep up to Belle. They stare at
the area around her lap and waist.)
HEATHER: Um…There's nothing there.
HOPE: Totally nothing.
(Belle throws her arms up in defeat.)
BELLE: I'M HERE! HAPPY?!
(Hope jumps back from Belle and shrieks loudly. Everyone else
screams too, but they also crouch over in pain and cover their
ears. Belle still clutches the book over her ear.)
HOPE: OMG! She cowers behind Heather and points at Belle.
A ghost!
(Heather slowly takes her hands off her ears. Frustrated, she
looks at Hope.)
HEATHER: Okay, yeah, I heard it, too! Don't scream directly
into my ear next time, please!
HOPE: Sorry, it's just so scary!
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(Slowly, the other three remove their hands from their ears.)
MAGGIE: I think I'm partially deaf.
KATHLEEN: But not partially mute?
(Belle moans.)
BELLE: I knew I should've spoken up sooner… I always do
this.
(With her hand, Heather stifles another one of Hope's screams.
Hope points toward Belle.)
HOPE: (muffled:) Ghost! Ghost!
BELLE: I'm not a ghost, okay?
MAGGIE: I can't decide. Am I deaf, or am I hearing things?
KATHLEEN: Neither… Hello?
(Kathleen waves her hand in Belle's face.)
BELLE: Please, stop doing that.
KATHLEEN: You're…invisible… How long have you been
sitting here?
BELLE: I was the first one to arrive. I showed up an hour ago.
KATHLEEN: And you never said anything to anyone.
BELLE: I was reading a very good book.
KATHLEEN: Reading what? I don't understand. I don't see
anything on this seat next to me. Not a book. Nothing.
(Belle tosses the book across the stage. Everyone jumps back and
gasps, as if the book has appeared out of thin air. Beneath her
hand, Heather stifles another of Hope's screams.)
HEATHER: The ghost has possessed the book! It's flying at us!
It wants our blood! THE BOOK WANTS OUR BLOOOOOOD!
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(Heather and Hope both collapse to the floor in terror, as if
ducking another attack from the "flying" book. Hope's screams
are still muffled beneath Heather's hand.)

It's okay, Hope. I know what to do!
(Heather lets go of Hope, races over to the book on the floor, and
stomps down on it.)
You're not going anywhere!
(She kneels down and carefully picks the book up from beneath
her shoe.)
HOPE: OMG, WATCH OUT!
(Heather begins to furiously tear pages out of the book.)
BELLE: WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!
HEATHER: This is what happens when you meet the strength
of a goddess, you demonic page-turner!
(Hope smiles and claps her hands together.)
HOPE: Yeah! You go, girl!
(Heather cries out like the Hulk as she tears the book apart page
by page by page… Belle jumps up to her feet.)
BELLE: THAT BOOK'S NOT EVEN MINE! IT BELONGS TO
THE LIBRARY!
(Belle sits back down in the chair.)
I mean, I had to steal it from the library, but still… I was going
to return it…
MAGGIE: Invisible Woman…?
BELLE: I'm not Invisible Woman. My name is Belle.
MAGGIE: Then, Belle, why did it look like that book just
appeared out of thin air…?
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BELLE: I know that's what it looked like, but the book's been
here the whole time with me, in my hand. How it all works is,
whatever I wear is invisible until I take it off. Whatever I hold
in my hands is invisible until I let it go. I didn't make these
rules.
(Heather pumps her fist and roars in victory. She raises the
remnants of the book high above her head.)
HEATHER: I sent it back to Book Hell!
HOPE: Isn't that where you sent The Scarlet Letter, too?
(Kathleen holds out her hands and stares at them.)
KATHLEEN: I thought for a second I made that book soar
across the room…
MAGGIE: What? How could you have done that?
(Kathleen puts her hands back down in her lap.)
KATHLEEN: Never mind. Belle…?
BELLE: What?
KATHLEEN: Why don't you show yourself?
BELLE: I can't control the invisibility. It's like it controls me. I
am invisible all of the time. Every second of every day. It's
been this way for years. A curse. Sure, I can go to the movies
for free, but I have to steal food and other necessities. It kills
me to do that. Plus, you wouldn't believe how many times I've
almost been run down by strollers at the mall!
(Hope stands.)
HOPE: Oh, it really is just an invisible woman. We're safe.
BELLE: If you want, you can call me Invisi-Belle. I know how
much you're interested in the names we want to use.
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KATHLEEN: Right, 'cause you've been sitting there the whole
time, listening. Is that another one of your abilities? You're
really, really good at eavesdropping?
BELLE: Well, now that I think about it… I am really, really
good at eavesdropping. That could be useful on a super-team
like this, right? I could infiltrate villainous meetings and
report back my findings. I didn't specifically put
"eavesdropping" on my application, though. Should I add
it…?
MAGGIE: Why didn't you speak up when I was gonna sit on
you?
BELLE: I don't know. I'm awkward. I'm not a people person. I
never have been. A lot of times I just like to see how long I can
be in a room until someone notices me.
MAGGIE: That could actually be pretty useful in certain
circumstances.
KATHLEEN: Unlike magic salsa.
MAGGIE: Uh, huh. Fine, then. Tell us what you can do,
Super-Jerk.
KATHLEEN: I'll wait for the actual superheroines to arrive
before I divulge any more important info.
MAGGIE: You don't like me.
KATHLEEN: You can tell. Good.
MAGGIE: I think the feeling might be mutual.
KATHLEEN: I hope it is.
(Maggie shakes her head, walks over to, and sits down in, the
empty most stage right seat with her application. Heather and
Hope go to sit back down in their respective seats.)
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MAGGIE: Anyone have a pen I could borrow?
(Heather and Hope both raise their hands.)
HEATHER/HOPE: I do!
HEATHER: Would you like a purple pen?
HOPE: Or a pink pen?
MAGGIE: Purple could work, I guess…
HOPE: Aww…
HEATHER: Don't be sad! Pink would've been her second
choice, right, Maggie?
MAGGIE: Right…
(Heather pulls her purple purse out from under her seat. She
places the purse on her lap and fishes a purple pen out of it. She
hands the pen over to Maggie.)
Thanks.
(Maggie places the application on her lap and begins to write on
the page. Hope flips open her magazine again. Kathleen sits
quietly, a stern look upon her face. Belle stares off into space.
Heather can't help herself from looking over at Maggie's
application.)
HEATHER: Maggie, you want to go by "Mole"?
HOPE: What's a mole?
KATHLEEN: An ugly, blind, rat-like thing.
HOPE: Gross. Why would you wanna be called that?
MAGGIE: It's spelled like "mole," but it's pronounced "moelay." Moe-lay is a luscious sauce used in Mexican cuisine. One
of my specialty dishes. Almost as tasty as my spinachartichoke dip or fettuccine Alfredo.
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HEATHER: Oh, that's a cute name, then.
KATHLEEN: Yeah, that is cute. Mole.
MAGGIE: Don't pronounce it that way.
KATHLEEN: Whatever.
(Maggie continues with the application. Belle stands and moves
across the stage to where the torn pages of her book lie. The bells
on her costume jingle while she moves.)
HEATHER: What's that jingling?
HOPE: Don't get excited. Santa doesn't exist, Heather.
KATHLEEN: Belle, is that you?
(Belle jingles while she is on her knees collecting all the torn
pages.)
BELLE: Yeah. Sorry. I attached bells to this costume I'm
wearing.
KATHLEEN: Why would you do that?
BELLE: So people know I'm around.
KATHLEEN: I thought you were shy? You didn't want people
to know you were around?
BELLE: Correct… But, if I'm part of A.W.S.U.M., my
teammates need to know where I'm at all times, right? It's for
the team's benefit.
KATHLEEN: Right… But… Doesn't that defeat the purpose of
your invisibility? If you jingle whenever you move, you'll
never be able to sneak around and spy effectively.
(Belle pauses in the middle of her page collecting.)
BELLE: You're right. Then, how would you guys know I'm
around?
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MAGGIE: Paint yourself. The paint would show your outline.
HOPE: Yes!
HEATHER: Oh, goody! A painting party!
HOPE: You'll look cute in pink.
HEATHER: We should paint you purple.
BELLE: No one's painting me!
HEATHER: Why not?
HOPE: It could be, like, a real bonding experience. We can tell
stories about guys, just like we do when we paint our nails.
HEATHER: Yeah, that's fun!
BELLE: No, you don't understand. If the paint touches my
skin, it will immediately go invisible. Anything that touches
my skin goes invisible to everyone but me. It's why I don't go
walking around barefoot or usually open doors without
gloves on. People tend to freak out when the floor and doors
suddenly disappear.
HOPE: Oh.
BELLE: Besides, yellow is my favorite color.
HEATHER: There's the real reason…
KATHLEEN: Don't worry about it, Belle. I'm sure A.W.S.U.M.
has really advanced technology to help us figure out when
you're around.
HEATHER: Like GPA.
HOPE: GPS, dummy.
MAGGIE: Maybe some infrared stuff to read your body-heat
signature.
(Belle smiles and begins collecting pages again, off the floor.)
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BELLE: Yeah, you're probably right. What was I thinking?
Bells? How dumb. They'll always know when I'm around.
(Just then, VICTORY enters from stage right. She is older than
the rest of the women and dressed in an over-the-top, tacky
warrior-princess type outfit. She is angry and storms across the
stage toward the table.)
HOPE: Look! It's Victory!
HEATHER: She's so pretty in person!
(Victory holds a cell phone to her ear and speaks into it.)
VICTORY: Mystery! This is the hundredth message I've left
you in the last three hours! Where the heck are you? I'm about
to start seeing some applicants, and—
(Of course, Victory can't see Belle on the floor. She trips right
over the invisible woman and slams against the ground. Her
phone skids across the stage. Everyone gasps and/or shouts out.)
BELLE: Oh, no! I'm sorry!
(The other four women are out of their seats ready to help the
fallen Victory, who rolls around moaning on the floor. She holds
her ankle.)
VICTORY: TELL ME WHEN THERE'S AN INVISIBLE
PERSON IN THE ROOM! IT'S JUST GOOD ETIQUETTE!
BELLE: I didn't mean to do it. I didn't see you!
KATHLEEN: The irony…
HOPE: It was an accident!
(Victory brushes all the women off her.)
VICTORY: Fine, fine! Back off! I'm Victory. A superheroine. I
don't need your help to get off the floor. Just go to your seats.
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(The others return to their seats. Before she sits, Maggie hands
Victory back her phone. Belle hurriedly collects the rest of the
pages from her destroyed book as Victory rises to her feet.
Victory attempts to take a couple steps, but she wobbles on a
twisted ankle.)
Great…I can survive an atomic blast, but I trip and I'm
crippled.
(Belle hurries to her seat, but on the way she gets in Victory's
way. Victory hobbles face-first into Belle's shoulder. Victory
shouts out and holds her face.)
WHO PUT UP A FORCE FIELD? TAKE IT DOWN NOW!
(Belle finally sits down.)
BELLE: Uh… Okay. The force field is down.
(Still holding her face, Victory stumbles around the table and
collapses in one of the chairs behind it.)
VICTORY: This has started out well…
(Taking her hand off her face, Victory picks up the applications
in front of her. She frowns and then looks at the other women.)
This is it? This is all who showed up? Four girls?
KATHLEEN: There are five of us.
(Victory flips through the applications again.)
VICTORY: I only have four applications, and there are four of
you sitting here.
MAGGIE: I didn't finish my application yet.
BELLE: And I'm invisible.
VICTORY: Ah, that's right. Can't forget you, the immovable
object.
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(Victory just stares at the women for a painfully long, awkward,
silent amount of time.)
HOPE: Victory, I really love your hair.
VICTORY: Huh. Your pink makes me want to vomit. So does
her purple.
(Heather and Hope both frown. Victory zeroes in on Kathleen.)
Jeans and a T-shirt? Could you be any more lazy?
BELLE: I know you probably can't see it, but I spent a lot of
time on my costume. I have a cape and a mask and everything.
VICTORY: Why would you go through all that trouble?
You're invisible. No, the only one with a costume worth
anything is that one.
(She points to Maggie.)
Who are you? I like you. What's with the symbol? Are you
sponsored by Chili's? That might conflict with our partnership
deal with TGI Friday's…
(Maggie smiles and stands.)
MAGGIE: I'm Mole, named after the sauce.
VICTORY: Ooooo, that sounds interesting.
(Victory picks up the bowl in front of her and examines it. She
looks at the bag of chips:)
What's this?
MAGGIE: That's my homemade salsa. Watch out, though.
(Victory immediately puts the bowl back down on the table.)
VICTORY: What? Why? It doesn't have flecks of Kryptonite in
it, does it?
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MAGGIE: No. It's just spicy. And dangerously delicious. I
made it just for you.
VICTORY: Oh, a gift. Very nice.
KATHLEEN: Maggie, you said it wasn't a—
VICTORY: I did miss lunch. Very thoughtful, Mole. You may
sit down, thank you.
(Kathleen glares at Maggie as she sits. Victory leans forward.)
Very disappointing. Four…er… Five show up. I mean, I
advertised this all over the world for weeks. Why such a poor
turnout?
(No one says anything, but Belle does raise a hand.)
Nothing, huh? Just blank stares? Fantastic.
BELLE: I… I was…um…raising my hand.
VICTORY: Again, why would you do that? You're invisible.
BELLE: Oh, yeah… I was just gonna say that I love
A.W.S.U.M.—that we all probably love A.W.S.U.M.—but—
HOPE: I heart A.W.S.U.M.!
HEATHER: I totally heart it just as much!
BELLE: We all do, and we wouldn't be here if we didn't
wanna be a part of it, but…
VICTORY: Yes…?
BELLE: Other people must be apprehensive about joining the
group.
VICTORY: Why would people be apprehensive about joining
Amazing Women Saving Untold Millions? It's a great honor to
be a part of this great organization! We accomplish great
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things! We're the sixth most popular superheroine group on
the planet!
HEATHER: I heard it was seventh.
HOPE: Or eighth.
VICTORY: No matter! We are celebrities! Humanitarians!
…Even though some of us might not be human…
KATHLEEN: Poodle-Punch and Clawdette were the only ones
not of human descent. And now they're…well…you know…
BELLE: Dead.
(Victory glares.)
Uh… Not that there's anything wrong with being…dead. It's
just that, it's no secret that A.W.S.U.M.'s arch-villainess,
Suprema, sent out her death squad and massacred eight of the
team's ten original members. She has a personal vendetta
against you, Victory, and anyone associated with you. Maybe
that's why more people aren't here today. They're afraid of
being murdered like the old group. That's all I'm saying.
MAGGIE: But we're here.
HEATHER: Because we're brave.
VICTORY: Or stupid.
(Victory looks at her cell phone.)
This is odd. Where's Mystery? I can't get a hold of her. She
should really be here for this. I mean, I can make these
decisions on my own, sure, but she's a part of the super-team,
and she should be a part of the process.
(Victory puts her cell phone down on the table and sighs. She
looks down at the applications in front of her. Suddenly, she
swipes all the pieces of paper off the table.)
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Obviously, A.W.S.U.M. is hurting more than I care to admit.
But you're here. I appreciate that. I really do. My dearest
friends and allies may have all been dismembered,
disemboweled, and decapitated, but I need to open my heart
again. Time to think outside the box! I will give each of you a
fair shot. Right here, right now. Prove to me that you can
make your mark as a part of my team of powerful women. I
don't need to look at any piece of paper to determine if you're
a good fit. Show me your stuff.
(Victory points to Kathleen.)
You. The one too cool to dress up. I'm curious about you.
KATHLEEN: Oh. Um… What do you want me to do?
VICTORY: Tell me about yourself. Show me any abilities you
might have. Wow me.
KATHLEEN: Here? In front of all them?
VICTORY: Yes. If you can't show your true self in front of
these three women—
BELLE: Four women.
VICTORY: —then you're not right for this. Being in the
spotlight is part of the A.W.S.U.M. experience.
(Kathleen stands. She looks nervous. She doesn't say anything,
and just stands there, silent.)
MAGGIE: Let's go. We're all dying to see this.
HEATHER: You can do it!
BELLE: Don't be shy…like me…
HOPE: C'mon, Kathleen! You go, girl!
(Kathleen closes her eyes. She points to Hope.)
KATHLEEN: That. That I don't really like.
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HOPE: Me? I'm not a "that."
KATHLEEN: No, the whole "you go, girl" thing. I'm not
comfortable with that. I don't wanna be defined by my gender,
you know? Why do I have to be labeled "girl" or "woman"? I'm
a person.
MAGGIE: You have something against women?
KATHLEEN: No. I love women. Love that I'm a woman.
VICTORY: Then, what're you saying?
KATHLEEN: I just don't get why this group has to flaunt its
"woman-ness."
MAGGIE: It's an all-female super-team. Duh.
KATHLEEN: I know that. But why can't we be more subtle in
our approach? No offense, Victory, but your costume—it's all,
what-if-Wonder-Woman-had-a-garage-sale. It's tacky and it
gives off this message that in order to be powerful you have to
be some flying cheerleader who can punch through walls. We
don't have to be dressed like this to be respected or taken
seriously. Actually, the exact opposite is happening. We
female super-people aren't respected or taken seriously.
VICTORY: First off, you're not a superheroine until I say so.
Secondly, it's not about respect or being taken seriously. It's
about getting the job done, protecting the universe from evil—
no matter what. And doing that does earn us respect from the
people who matter most, thank you very much.
KATHLEEN: I just don't get the costumes. They say the wrong
thing. What's wrong with a T-shirt and jeans?
VICTORY: Think about it. When you're running at the speed
of light, beating the life out of a giant mutant, and flying to
Barcelona all in the span of twenty minutes, you want to be
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aerodynamic. Jeans and a T-shirt don't help when it comes to
wind resistance. Yeah, an outfit like mine might be skimpy,
but it's efficient for what I do. Plus, it gets me in the magazines
and comics. Those pay the bills. Whether it's fair or not, this
job is about what we look like as much as it is about what we
do. Lipstick and heroics.
KATHLEEN: I don't care about being famous.
(Victory pauses for a few moments.)
VICTORY: I misjudged you. I thought you were treating this
like a joke, coming in here dressed like that, but I can see
you're here for the right reasons. I can see that you want to
improve this team. Your voice might be something we need as
we venture into a new era.
KATHLEEN: Really?
VICTORY: Kathleen, was it?
MAGGIE: No, she wants to be called "Super-Person"! Dumb,
right?
VICTORY: "Super-Person." I can learn to like that. It won't
hurt to have a feminist on the team again.
KATHLEEN: Who was the last one? Doctor Nurse? She was
my favorite.
VICTORY: No. It was Blondezilla. She had a pretty good head
under all that hair.
KATHLEEN: Oh, that's cool…
(She attempts to sit down, but Victory stops her.)
VICTORY: Don't sit down yet. What's your superpower,
Super-Person? What can you add to this team other than an
opinion?
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(Kathleen looks around at the others.)
KATHLEEN: I… I have psychic powers.
MAGGIE: Ha! Psycho powers is more like it.
VICTORY: Hot Sauce, zip it. The mind is a very powerful
tool. It has secret pockets full of incredible energies. Tell me,
Super-Person, what can you do with that brain of yours?
KATHLEEN: I can move things to where I want them to go.
VICTORY: Telekinesis. How long have you had this ability?
KATHLEEN: As long as I can remember. I've been an all-star
softball pitcher my whole life. I hold the strikeout records for
both my high school and college. Everyone thought I had this
incredible talent, but I just kinda…
MAGGIE: Cheated.
VICTORY: No. Super-Person, what you have is a talent.
Would you care to demonstrate it?
KATHLEEN: I guess, yeah.
VICTORY: I'll make this easy for you.
(Victory balls up one of the applications and tosses it to
Kathleen. Kathleen catches the paper ball.)
Move this across the room.
(Kathleen holds the ball out in the palm of her hand. She gulps
and wipes sweat from her brow.)
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